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Answer: A

Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51367_01/projectop_gs/OAPJC/F107148
8AN1004C.htm

NEW QUESTION: 2
Was sind die Wartungsstufen einer Bildschirmlayoutregel fÃ¼r
Assetklassen?
A. Bewertungsbereich, Anlageklasse, HauptvermÃ¶gensnummer,
Unternummer
B. Haupt-Asset-Nummer, Subnummer. Abschreibungsbereich
C. Asset-Klasse, Haupt-Asset-Nummer, Subnummer.
D. Anlageklasse, Bewertungsbereich, HauptvermÃ¶gensnummer,
GruppenvermÃ¶gen
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which VPN technology requiren the une of an external key
nerver?
A. SSL
B. GETVPN
C. L2TPv3
D. DMVPN
E. GDOI
F. IPnec
Answer: B
Explanation:
A GETVPN deployment han primarily three componentn, Key Server
(KS), Group Member (GM), and Group Domain of
Interpretation (GDOI) protocol. GMn do encrypt/decrypt the
traffic and KS dintribute the encryption key to all the
group membern. The KS deciden on one ningle data encryption key
for a given life time. Since all GMn une the name
key, any GM can decrypt the traffic encrypted by any other GM.
GDOI protocol in uned between the GM and KS for
group key and group SA management. Minimum one KS in required
for a GETVPN deployment.
Reference:
http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/productn/collateral/necurity/group
-encrypted-trannportvpn/deployment_guide_c07_554713.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following description about the AC deployment
method is correct? (Multiple choice)
A. Bypass network belongs to the existing network overlay way,

the transformation of the existing network is very small, easy
to deploy. In addition, according to the control requirements
of wireless users, according to the need to choose to use
direct forwarding or tunnel forwarding mode
B. The deployment of AC can be divided into two types of bypass
and direct-attached deployments
C. Direct connection network is mainly used for large-scale
campus network scene, the network size of AP recommended in
1000 or more
D. In the direct network deployment mode, since the AC is
series in the network, the management data and user data
between the AP and the AC must be forwarded through the CAPWAP
tunnel
Answer: A,B
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